
Framework
When God called Saul to be a king, God confirmed the call repeatedly.  There was no question that 
God was in this. However, Saul was a farmer.  He had a family and land and knew what to do in that 
context.  He had never been king, and there was no existing structure to plug into. 

Many people served in the familiar structures of the institutional church even though it was not a 
good fit.  The structure was there, and it was easy to plug in.  Now there is a call but no structure.  It 
can be challenging to get traction when you have to create the road, then invent the vehicle, before 
you can drive to the destination.  This is not an original problem!  

 

Qualification:  You must clearly know your calling and have your personal journey fairly well under control, 
and you must have some discretionary time to invest in building the needed structures 

Format:  We will limit it to 30 people, in one team, with a year-long commitment.  There will be 
a monthly live video event just for The Saul Team with Q & A, focusing on the different 
components of getting started.  Each month there will be a specific project for you to work 
on, in your playing field, with e-mail support from Arthur to customize it to your vision.

Cost: $250 per year.

Benefit: Perspective on building an on-ramp.  

1) The Prototype
The fulfillment of your call requires resources you do not have now.  There is an art form to building 
a prototype of the big dream, so as to start the process.
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2) How to Receive
Often when our Kingdom project is not advancing, it is because we do not know how to receive 
from all three members of the Trinity.  We will discuss the markers for selective receiving, and how 
to heal from the misalignment with the Trinity.  

3) How to Develop Authority
To produce transformation, you need natural skills and spiritual authority.  Most of the time the skill 
set is larger than the authority needed.  We will discuss how to identify the less obvious, but totally 
essential authorities, that will be needed for the big project. 

Each video call will highlight the journey of several people in The Saul Team, showing ways to 
engage more effectively in all three areas.  
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